ATTENTION: SIS EUROPEAN DESK

VIA AIR POUCH

Director, FBI
Washington, D.C.

Dear Sir:

Re: ERHARD MOSSACK
SECURITY MATTER

There is attached for the information of the Bureau a copy of the Special Interrogation Report (SIR) No. 23, on the above subject.

This report was made available to me by AC of S, G-2. A copy of same is not being retained in the files of this office.

Very truly yours,

J. A. Cimmerman
Legal Attaché

Enclosure
JAC: LH
65-600

SECRET

10FEB 20 1947
Erhard HOSSACK, a former Waffen-SS man, was arrested at the request of Peter SCHERLING, CIC informant in Operation Peter. SCHERLING alleged that HOSSACK was in possession of a long list of names connected with an under
ground organization and that he was a member of such an organization.
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1. REFERENCES:

Letter of Transmittal from Hqs CIC Region III, APO 757, dtd 27 Aug 46, with inclosure "Operation Peter", dtd 20 May 46.

The following documents were also sent in with the prisoner:


b. First Action Report by SCHELING on Operation Peter, dtd 24 May 46.

c. Second Action Report by SCHREILING on Operation Peter, dtd 10 Jun 46.

d. Third Action Report by SCHREILING on Operation Peter, dtd 24 Jun 46.

e. Fourth Action Report by SCHREILING on Operation Peter, dtd 3 Jul 46.

f. Fifth Action Report by SCHREILING on Operation Peter, dtd 6 Aug 46.

g. List of addresses from Preliminary Interrogation of MOSSACK.

h. Notes Written by Prisoner while in Jail.

2. PERSONAL DATA:

a. SURNAME: MOSSACK

b. CHRISTIAN NAME(S): Guenther, Erhard

c. ALIASES: None Admitted

d. DATE AND PLACE OF BIRTH: 16 Apr 24, GRUBE-BRIKA, Kreis Hoyerswerda

e. NATIONALITY CLAIMED: German

f. OCCUPATION: Locksmith

g. RELIGION: Protestant

h. DESCRIPTION:

(1) HEIGHT: 1.76 m
(2) BUILD: Slender but muscular
(3) FACE: Oval, thin lips, firm expression
(4) HAIR: Blond
(5) PHYSICAL PECULIARITIES OR DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: Scar on right middle finger, scar on left index finger and under left arm (where blood type tattoo was removed).

i. LAST PERMANENT ADDRESS: Roemerhof, GARCHING near MUNICH.

j. LANGUAGES: German

k. FATHER: Friedrich MOSSACK, Dorfstrasse 4, GRUBE-BRIKA, Kreis Hoyerswerda.

l. MOTHER: Louise MOSSACK, nee MARKSCHAT

m. BROTHER: Alfred MOSSACK, deceased

n. SISTERS: Hildegarde MARTUSCHKA, age 30

o. WIFE: none

* Incomplete; consists of only one page.
p. CHILDREN: none
q. IDENTITY DOCUMENTS: Certificate of Graduation from Grammar School, Letter of Apprenticeship, Army Discharge papers, two temporary Registration Cards (from US and British Zone).

3. ADMINISTRATIVE DATA:
   a. SOURCE OF PRISONER, INCLUDING ARRESTING AGENCY: arrested 23 May 46 in OFFENBACH by GOC HQ Region III
   b. ACCEPTED ON RECOMMENDATION OR REQUEST OF: GOC HQ Region III
   c. DATE OF ARRIVAL: 25 Jul 46
   d. RESULTS OF ANY REPORTS AND/OR DOCUMENTS SHIT IN WITH PRISONER: See References
   e. RESULTS OF HALT CHECK AGAINST PERSONALITY CARD INDEX: Negative
   f. BRIEFS UPON WHICH PRISONER WAS INTERROGATED: Verbal Briefs
   g. NAMES AND UNIT OF INTERROGATORS: Mr John H VILLINS, 7707 MIT Center
   h. PRISONER'S ATTITUDE AND REACTIONS: At first refused to talk, but later became cooperative.
   i. EVALUATION OF PRISONER'S RELIABILITY: Reliability not established; may be holding back information incriminating him.

4. REPORT:
   a. MOSSACK's Life up to WA-DAY
      1926 Born in GRUEB-ERIKA.
      1930-1933 Attended Volksschule.
      1933 Joined the Jungvolk.
      1936 Went to live with his uncle Manfred HIRNSCH in DRESDEN while attending a technical night school for apprentices and working as apprentice toolmaker with the Zeiss-Ikon Co. He later lived at the Company's apprentice home.
      1939 Became member of the Hitler-Jugend.
      1940 Returned to GRUEB-ERIKA and went to work in Ilse-Bergbau Co, where he passed his apprentice examination. Met Stabsoffizier HIRNSCH of BREISLAU who introduced him to HJ Gebietsfuehrer HIRNSCH, and for a few months MOSSACK was the latter's aide.
      August 1941 Appointed Kommissarischer (i.e., provisional) Bannfuhrer* of BREISLAU HJ.
      1942 Entered the Waffen SS in MUNCHEN and received Basic Training with the SS Art Ers Rgt located near there. Here he renewed his acquaintance with Dr Rudolf ARNDT, manager of the Ilse-Bergbau Co, who had previously taken an interest in his education. ARNDT introduced him to his relatives, the HUSSERL family, who owned a large farm, the Roemerhof, in GARCHING near MUNCHEN.

* This position was held only temporarily, in the absence of older men, and did not carry with it any real power. The highest rank MOSSACK ever actually held with the HJ was O/Schri, and he asserts that his statement to SOMEKING about being a leading personality in the HJ and being on a GIC wanted-list was untrue. He claims that the highest rank he held in the Waffen SS was Rottfi.
November 1942 Transferred to the Art Regt of the SS Div Totenkopf, with which he served first in France and later in Russia. 1943 After being wounded he was stationed in Czechoslovakia for a short time.
March 1944 Transferred to the SS Geb Div Nord and fought in Finland, later retreating to Norway. January 1945 Sent to the Western Front and captured by US Forces in March.

b. Activities after VE-Day

December 1945
Together with seven other Pows MOSSACK stole a truck and escaped from a PW camp near Le Havre. The fugitives were surprised by a French sentry near the German border, and while MOSSACK and two of his comrades, Fritz DENNIT and Peter STEINSACH, managed to escape, subject does not know what happened to the rest. He and his friends separated in COLOGNE, and there he made the acquaintance of Erika, who gave him the address of a girl friend, Frl Annemarie BUSSE, in FLENSBURG, and of her uncle, Karl SIEBER, living in GLADBACH near DUESSEN.

While in COLOGNE, MOSSACK paid a visit to Ida SIEBER, the wife of a fellow PW, and also to the PW's parents.

18 Dec 45 to 25 Feb 46
MOSSACK proceeded to GLADBACH near DUESSEN, where he obtained employment as a farm hand with SIEBER. There he received a temporary Registration Card. He began corresponding with his parents and with the HEDENPOHL family, from whom he received an invitation to visit them.

25 Feb 46
Subject traveled to the Roemershof in GARCHING near MUNCHEN to stay with Fr. H. HEDENPOHL (daughter of Ernst HEDENPOHL, who had committed suicide at the time of Germany's surrender).

1 Mar 46
At the Roemershof, subject met Kurt RITTMEISER, former Reichpropagandadreferent of the Hauptgeschulungssant of the NSDAP, and his wife Charlotte, a girl friend of Fr. HEDENPOHL, from whom MOSSACK had already met at the Roemershof in 1942. RITTMEISER informed subject that the KPD (German Communist Party) sheltered former Nazis who were of value to them, and that he was prepared to join this party in case he became suspect to GSG. He insisted, however, that he was opposed to Communism and that he would not hesitate to inform against the KPD at the opportune moment. He also told subject that he maintained contact with this party through a certain Karl Heinms (Int), whom MOSSACK never met, however.

Subject in turn told RITTMEISER the following largely fictitious story in order to impress him: He said that he had connections with the Swiss Communist Party through a certain Alois SALMANN, a former Swiss SS man whom he had met in the PW Enclosure in CHER-BOURG. SALMANN, he claimed, had given him the address of a Fred HUGGENS in ZURICH, who held an important position in the Communist Party. RITTMEISER thereupon suggested that subject enlist the aid of the KPD to get into Switzerland.
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4 to 15 Mar 46

Subject and Maja MUNDDORF left GARCHING for a vacation at a ski-lodge about 40 miles from there, the Blechsteinehaus near SCHLEIFENSEE.

18 Mar 46

Upon his return, subject learned from Charlotte RITTERSBERG that her husband had left for the Russian Zone or possibly for FRIBURG, in the French Zone. At the same time, subject received a letter from Erna van KOELWIJK asking him to come to ANDERBACH on the Rhine for her birthday party at the end of the month. He accepted the invitation since he still had several matters to settle, including changing his address from GLADBACH to MUNICH and securing a certificate of discharge from the Wehrmacht from the British 9th Disembarkment Unit in AACHEN.

21 Mar 46

Subject left for the Rhineland. He first spent three days in ANDERBACH, and then proceeded to IDAR-OBERSTEIN near COLOGNE, where he visited Frau Gertrud LORENS, wife of a former fellow prisoner who was still interned in MULHOUSE (Alsace). He also called on another former FV, Karl RUCHER, with whom he stayed for several days.

23 March

Subject traveled to GLADBACH where he lived with a man called NAGEN, who had worked together with subject on SIEBER's farm. Here he met the former Major Dietrich BOSSHEL of BONN, who invited NOBBACK to stay with him. Subject therefore proceeded to BONN, where he received his discharge papers and also met a friend of ROBBEL, the former Captain Gerhard EHRNREICH, who gave him 100 marks since his funds were low.

5 April

Subject went to GLADBACH to pick up his belongings, then returned BONN, and finally to GARCHING, where he registered, since he intended to remain on the Roehrhorf.

c. Association with Underground Organizations

In subject's absence, a certain Jan DENTON, a Dutchman and former SS Schrif, whose wife had worked on the farm during the War, came to the Roehrhorf to find out from Maja MUNDDORF whether she knew of any former SS men in the MUNICH area who were interested in forming a new organization. He left his MAINZEN address, saying that any former SS men was welcome at his home.

About 1 May a certain KHEININGER happened to come to the Roehrhorf, and he too attempted to enroll NOBBACK in an underground organization, in which he claimed to hold a key position. He stated that he had formerly held a high position in the NSDAP, and he sharply criticized the US occupation policy. He said he was working against the Western Powers, and therefore his organization maintained close contact with the ERP and various other groups sponsored by the Soviet Government. He claimed that he received his orders indirectly from Marshall NIKOLAEV, and that while these groups were instructed to penetrate peacefully into the Western Occupation Zones, force would eventually be used if necessary.

* LORENS was a diamond cutter, but subject states that there is no truth in the story he later told SCHERING, viz, that LORENS had promised to pay him in diamonds for helping him to escape.
The chief of the organization spent most of his time travelling between France and Switzerland, and operational HQ were in the French Zone, either in Fribourg or Bâle. Many former SS men belonged to the group, together with Dutch, Swiss and Hungarian nationals; and new members were sent to Berlin to be trained and to receive their assignments at a center organized and financed by the Soviet Government. STEINFELD himself was touring Germany disguised as a travelling salesman, making contacts and building up his network of agents and informers.

STEINFELD further stated that there was another group, at present collaborating with Soviet sponsored groups, but whose ultimate aim was to set up Fascist rule in Europe once more. This group allegedly worked in the guise of a religious organization with HQ in Liverpool, and had the support of a number of Czech refugees who had left their country in 1935.

Although STEINFELD offered MOSSACK every kind of support if he agreed to join his organization, the latter only promised to think it over, and STEINFELD told him that he or one of his agents would get in touch with him again, making himself known by the password "Friedrich der Große".*

The prisoner now claims that he intended to join this organization only with the ultimate intention of turning over all information to CIC, and that his later attempts to contact his agents in Fribourg had this sole purpose.

At about this same time MOSSACK met Frau Friederike WITTEBREIT and Mr. Hildegard SCHOTT at the Cafe Regina in Munich, and the former mentioned certain underground organizations to him. Her husband had held a position with the Hauptgeschäftsführer of the NSDAP in Berlin, and the subject suspects him of being active in clandestine work at the present time. Frau WITTEBREIT, who lived in Fribourg, was staying at Mr. SCHOTT's house in Munich.

Early in May three employees at the Boomerang, BADER, NAPOLI and KROC, stated their intention of denouncing MOSSACK as a former SS man, and he therefore decided to leave Garching. He states that he intended to enter one of the German underground organizations in order to turn over the information gained to CIC. His alleged purpose in doing this was to clear himself with the Allied authorities for having escaped from his POW camp.

Through Frau WITTEBREIT, subject had the opportunity of meeting her husband and a certain Werner ARNOLD at the main Railroad Station in Fribourg on 5 May. MOSSACK gave WITTEBREIT WERNER's address in Fribourg and also informed her about his meeting with STEINFELD, whom WITTEBREIT claimed not to know. Finally he requested his aid in the matter of finding a new place to stay, and WITTEBREIT promised to try to make arrangements for him before the middle of May. He then had a short private conversation with ARNOLD, after which ARNOLD returned to Munich with MOSSACK.

* In his preliminary interrogation by CIC subject stated that on 22 May he received a letter from STEINFELD containing the address of a certain URB, to whom he could turn in case he needed this statement was untrue and was simply calumny, from whom he had actually received the

\*\* ARNOLD was a Swiss national who had come to the Waffen SS and joined the 3rd Jäger Btr. and seen action around Berlin. He too had never r of the fact he was working as a locksmith in
On the 7 May, subject left the Roemerhof and registered with the authorities his intention to go to GRUBEHAFER. Instead, however, he spent two days with friends of the HUMBEFOLS, the WENDT family in MUNICH, and then moved to GRUBEHAFER to stay with ARNOLO.

On 10 May MOSSACK and Maja HUMBEFOL went to RESSENBURG to visit a friend of Maja's, Fr. Constantius RHEUB, with whom they stayed for three days. On 15 May, after returning to MUNICH, they both went up to the HUMBEFOL house for three days, and on 21 May MOSSACK went alone to visit the mother of an Estonian fellow from, Frau Lydie PHILLIPS, who was living at an UBERBA Camp in GIESLINGEN near ULM.

Next day, on his return to MUNICH, MOSSACK met Maja at the Cafe Leopold, and she told him that in his absence a stranger named SOKERLING, who claimed to be an emissary from BORSE, had come to the Roemerhof. He stated that they had formed a small clandestine group and were seeking to become part of a larger organization. He himself was working as interpreter for CI, he said, and a fellow worker, a former SS Stubaf, was supplying him with the papers he needed and with a motorcycle.

a. MOSSACK's Contact with SOKERLING*

Maja had arranged for MOSSACK and SOKERLING to meet at the Central Railroad station in MUNICH at 1600 on 22 May, and all three of them drove out to GRUBEHAFER on SOKERLING's motorcycle with sidecar. On the way, SOKERLING told MOSSACK that he had been an O/Schut in the SS Div Viking, a statement which he substantiated by correctly naming several officers of the unit. (According to MOSSACK, SOKERLING's knowledge of the Waffen SS and the conditions encountered on the Eastern Front was so accurate that it could only come from an eyewitness.**)

---

* Because of the many discrepancies in MOSSACK's and SOKERLING's reports about what happened on 22 and 23 May, MOSSACK's account is here reproduced at length, and SOKERLING's statements insofar as they conflict with this account are quoted in Annex I.

** In the course of their acquainst, SOKERLING told MOSSACK the following facts about himself: He was born inolland and joined the Dutch Navy as Officer Cadet. After being commissioned in the Dutch East Indies and having shown too much interest in the cause of the natives he was dismissed for untrustworthiness and returned toolland just before the War. Following the German occupation he joined the Waffen SS. After his first wife had died in a boat accident, he married a girl he had met when making a propaganda trip througholland for the SS. His wife returned to Germany with him where she attended a SS Freicuta-Schule (School for Finances), and they have two children.

SOKERLING fought first in Holland and later with the III Panzer Corps in Yugoslavia, and he took part in the final stages of the fighting in Southern Germany. After that he went to his wife's residence in HOLZINGEN near MUNICH, and after changing into civilian clothes he reported to the US Forces as a DP. When he was recognized by former acquaintances at a DP Camp, he offered his services to CI in order to cover himself; he fooled the latter by stating that he had merely joined the SS in order to get released from a Nazi Concentration Camp and that he had deserted at the first opportunity.
At 1630 hrs they stopped in GEISLACHTSTRIG for twenty minutes while MOSSACK and Naja went to see Frau RITTMÜGER because MOSSACK wished to get into touch with her husband; he here received two addresses in FREIBURG, at either of which RITTMÜGER was likely to be.* When MOSSACK and Naja had rejoined SÖCHERLING, they all proceeded to the Café Fischer in GRUSWALD, and here SÖCHERLING, upon request from MOSSACK, showed his identification papers.**

SÖCHERLING outlined to MOSSACK his plans for incorporating his group in a larger underground organization, and MOSSACK then revealed his intention of joining RITTMÜGER's organization in FREIBURG — without mentioning, however, that he intended to act as an informant for CIC. SÖCHERLING and MOSSACK decided to go to OFFENBACH, where SÖCHERLING, through the offices of a friend, was to procure a travel permit to the French Zone for his companion, and from there they were to proceed to MAINZ to meet DE KORT; after that they planned to get in touch with RITTMÜGER's organization in FREIBURG. MOSSACK also told SÖCHERLING that he intended to visit a relative of RITTMÜGER, a PV working for a forester in OFFENBACH near FREIBURG, in order to establish contact between the PV and his family.

Before leaving the café, MOSSACK introduced ARNOLD, who was there too, to SÖCHERLING and all three went to ARNOLD's apartment, where MOSSACK packed his belongings and put on black trousers and boots. MOSSACK and SÖCHERLING then returned to the café to pick up Naja, and while his companions went on to FREIBURG, MOSSACK stopped in SCHÖNING to see FrL SCHÖN about storing furniture for Frau RITTMÜGER. A few minutes later (according to MOSSACK, only fifteen minutes had elapsed since they had returned to the café) SÖCHERLING returned alone to pick up MOSSACK, and after SÖCHERLING had unsuccessfully attempted to obtain gasoline at MP 49, they proceeded in the direction of GEISLAGHTSTRIG and had supper at the Café zur Post, between 2000 hrs and 2100 hrs. After that they called on Frau RITTMÜGER in GEISLAGHTSTRIG to tell her about MOSSACK’s visit to FrL SCHÖN, and there they were introduced to FrL Pfinning TOPPER, who was living with Frau RITTMÜGER.

At 2130 hrs MOSSACK and SÖCHERLING left for the Roemorhof, where they arrived half an hour later. MOSSACK entered through the back door in order not to be seen, and he did not leave Naja's room until 0430 hrs, while SÖCHERLING slept in the dining room.

At 0415 hrs on June 23, MOSSACK and SÖCHERLING left on the latter’s motorcycle and took the KOBLOCH-FRIESEN Autobahn as far as INGOLSTADT. There they received gasoline from the MG gas station, and stopped for breakfast for half an hour. MOSSACK claims that at this time he saw his companion destroy a slip of paper containing the address of a former Concentration Camp guard.

At 1600 hrs that afternoon, they entered a small village not far from STEINHEIM/FRAUEN, where SÖCHERLING wished to call upon a friend. He was absent, however, and they saw only his wife and a young girl whom SÖCHERLING introduced as an US Stalag in whose stay he had arranged to do DE KORT a favor. At 1630 hrs they left, and a little later SÖCHERLING phoned a friend in OFFENBACH/Main from a post office near a service station where they went to have a tire repaired. At 1730 hrs they arrived at SÖCHERLING’s home in STEINHEIM, where MOSSACK met his companion’s wife and children.

* See footnote on page 6.

** The papers produced by SÖCHERLING included a Dutch Passport, a US gasoline ration Card, a Driver's License, a Vehicle Permit and a Registration Card.
The latter, who spoke perfect German, greeted MOSSACK with "Heil Hitler", and Fred SÖHRELING told of her experiences at the SS School for Fiancées. In the course of the conversation, she complained about the fact that all the furniture they had stored in HÜLSENGERT, had been stolen. She then told her husband that in his absence two Dutchmen had called, whom she had told that her husband had been arrested. This pleased SÖHRELING, since it rid him of unwelcome callers.

Half an hour later SÖHRELING and MOSSACK left STEINHEIN for OFFENBACH, where SÖHRELING's friend who worked for IG was supposed to provide a travel permit to the French Zone for MOSSACK. However, this man had already left his office and SÖHRELING only made a telephone call and paid a short visit to CIC before returning to STEINHEIN. On the way, SÖHRELING pointed out to his companions three houses, and he claimed that in one he had tires and spare parts, hidden, in another an assistant translated documents for him and in the third he had a short wave radio station. They arrived back at SÖHRELING's home at 18:50 hrs, and after supper, MOSSACK, who now claims that SÖHRELING drugged his coffee, went to sleep after his host had informed him that he was expecting a visit from a friend who worked for CIC. At 22:00 hrs MOSSACK was awakened by a CIC agent and taken to jail.

5. CONCLUSIONS:

MOSSACK has had a very extensive, but superficial political education and is thoroughly indoctrinated with Nazi ideology. A typical IG leader, he still lives in his world of Nazi slogans and is a striking example of German youth under HITLER.

According to his own statements, he was about to join a clandestine organization, either of former Nazis now turned Communist (STEINHEIN) or of unconverted Nazis cloaking themselves as Communists (RITTMOND). His alleged motive in doing this — to win the good graces of the US authorities by acting as an informant for CIC — is open to question and may well simply constitute a shrewd attempt to get out of an awkward situation.

6. CONTENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

Interrogation has been suspended until a brief is submitted by Hq CIC regarding the many discrepancies between the interrogation results and the Action Reports of SÖHRELING.

It is recommended that CIC continue the field investigation of the clandestine organizations and of the suspects mentioned in this report, in particular of RITTMOND, STEINHEIN, Reza WEFERHAUS and all activities at the Roemerhof.

Should there still be any doubt as to the identity and past history of MOSSACK, then the following persons could be questioned:

BARTSCHNA, Erich, Uffz, DACHAU Prison Camp (brother-in-law) ARENDT, Rudolf, Dr Ing, HAMBURG Internment Camp ARENDT, Frau Rea, Steininger Hof, GARCHING (MUNICH) BIELENF, Frl. Annibale, Steininger Hof, Garching (MUNICH) (Maid of the ARENDTs) RAASCH, fnu, HAMBURG, exact address known to Frau ARENDT (Director of Ilao Bergbau Co)

JSH/FS/36
For the Commanding Officer:
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John Hendig
Chief, CI Section

Distribution: Special
CONFLICTING STATEMENTS OF MOSSACK AND SOMMERLING.

SOMMERLING’s first Action Report on Operation Peter, dd 24 May 46, gives a rather confusing account of the events leading up to MOSSACK’s arrest, an account differing in almost every detail from the story told by MOSSACK. It is impossible to check on the accuracy of either account without first obtaining an answer from SOMMERLING regarding some of the flagrant improbabilities and contradictions in his report.

In the first place it will be necessary to question SOMMERLING about his account of his and MOSSACK’s trip to the Vandicstein Mountains on the night of 22 May, a trip of about 200 km, which were supposedly covered in less than four hours, and which MOSSACK denies ever having made.

MOSSACK also categorically denies knowing anything about the alleged plan to liberate inmates of the BARENHAUSEN prison camp, and he claims to know neither a Hauptmann DOOPER nor a man named PIEHS.

MOSSACK does indeed mention a former fellow PW called LORENZ (see p 5 and footnote) and also a PW working for a forester near OFFENBURG (see p 3) but these statements reappear in an entirely different form in SOMMERLING’s report.

SOMMERLING’s claim to have been parachuted in Germany by the British Intelligence (see enclosure on Operation Peter accompanying letter of transmission by GIC) does not fit any of the conditions reportedly encountered by MOSSACK when he visited SOMMERLING’s home in STEINHEIM on May 23 (see p 5).
LIST OF PERSONALITIES

The names of the persons mentioned in the following list were submitted by CIC 241, having been extracted either from MOSSACK's address book or from other documents seized as a result of his arrest. MOSSACK has given all personal details that he has been able to remember about the more important characters, and as a result, entries vary from mere addresses to rather detailed descriptions.

ALBRECHT, Hans Guenther, OBSTRICHT (Rheingau), Weingut/Stokk

His name was on a list given to MOSSACK by ZEISCHKE, in case he needed help.

ANDERT, Frau Hedv; Steininger Hof, GARCHING (MUNICH)

ANDERT, Dr. Ing. Rudolf, 9-616, Internment Camp No. 9, HAMMELEBURG

Manager of the Ilse Bergbau Co., GRUBE-ERIKA.

ARNOLD, Eugen, GRUBE-ERIKA (MUNICH), Toelzer Strasse

Description: 1.68m stocky about 29 yrs old, thick black hair, black eyebrows.

Miscellaneous: Swiss locksmith speaks German and French with Swiss-German accent.

BARTUSCHEKA, Erich, FW 29-1, DACHAU, No. 318-6-6, 532, 650 (formerly No. 818-755, 539)

13th FV Regt 9th FV Co

Miscellaneous: Married to MOSSACK's sister. Member of Allgemeine SS now awaiting discharge. Sent MOSSACK a letter under false name of Gerd FRANK of NUEMMENBERG, stating that he had sent a package to the address of Franz WALTER, MUNICH 23, Eichinger Str., 13d, 3rd floor, right side, which he asked MOSSACK to pick up.

BARTUSCHEKA, Hildegard, GRUBE-ERIKA, Kreis Hoyerwerder (10), Dorfstr. 4

MOSSACK's sister, married to the above, at present living with parents.

BAUER, (fnu), BLEICHSTEINHAUS, Post Meinhaus ueber Schliersee

Owner of Ski Lodge where MOSSACK and Maja HUEDEFOHL spent their vacations.

BECKER, Inge, MAILER-EIKER, c/o SCHUTTE

Cousin of ZEISCHKE (see below), who gave MOSSACK her address in case he needed help.

BLOCH, (fnu), Dr., HOENHEMENZHAUSEN near WIEBRADEN

A physician recommended to MOSSACK for the skillful removing of tattoos for SS men.

BÖTH, Otto, HANOVER-KIRCHHOFE, Ems Str. 26, Apt. 1, c/o MOLTE

His name was on a list given to MOSSACK by ZEISCHKE in case he needed help.
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BESY, Karl, SOUTH NUREMBERG, Dianna Str 45

Member of HOSSACK’s unit, who became acquainted with him in Finland and met him again at the CHARTRES P.O. Cage.

BESIUS, Emil, IDAR-OBERTSTEIN, Finkenberger Str 14

Became acquainted with HOSSACK at CHARTRES P.O. Cage and later received a visit from him in IDAR-OBERTSTEIN.

BUSSE, Annenarie (nee von KOBTH), SÜDTHIERARH-Land near FLENSBURG, Gut Cärtfeld.

Friend of Erika von KOOSWIJK.

DECKERT, Martin, DESSTEY A, Jagdweg 17

Uncle of HOSSACK.

DE KORT, Jen, HAVENHUIS

Description: Has an amputated leg.

Miscellaneous: Married, Dutch national, former SS Unterscharführer.

DEVITT, Fritz, WEST-HILLEN near VEZA, WESTFAHREN

Became acquainted with HOSSACK at LE HAVRE P.O. Cage from which they escaped together.

DIETL, Eugen, HAMBURG-ALTONA, Holzensellerring 40 a

Became acquainted with HOSSACK at CHERBOURG P.O. Cage.

DOPPER, Finni, GEISELOSTETZ near MUNICH, Gabriel von Seidlitz Str 37

Business address: MUNICH, Schere Artillerie Str 5, Reichsbahnumasse

Description: 1.68m, slim, blond hair, about 24 yrs old

Miscellaneous: Speaks with MUNICH accent.

DORSCHFELD, Frieda, ZIEGENHALS near ZÜRTLEN

DEVITT’s mother.

DROTH, Gertrud, BERLIN-LANKOWITZ, Bischofsgrüner Weg 89

Her name was on a list of names given to HOSSACK by ZISCHE, in case he needed help.

EHRER, Afra, MUNICH-SOLLH, Jahn Str 13

HOFFZEL’s girl friend, to whom HOSSACK was to give a letter which, according to subject, is now in the hands of CIC.

FANTZEL, Dr E, SÃO LEOPARDO, Rio Grande do Sul (Brazil), Caixa Postal 14

0/Lt ZISCHE, at the LE HAVRE P.O. Cage, gave HOSSACK this address so that he could have a letter forwarded for him.

FLEISCHER, Fred, TEERIV, Theobaldgasse 16, c/o Glodenverlag

An acquaintance of HOSSACK from CHERBOURG P.O. Cage.
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FORSTER, Alois, HOERSDORF (Hanserueck)

His name was on a list given to HOSSACK by ZSCHKE in case he needed help.

Frank & Sons, MUNCHEN, Westend Str 160

"Furniture store recommended to HOSSACK for storing Frau Rittersberger's furniture."

FRISCH, Louise, MUNCHEN, near lift, Obere Graben 1

Girl friend of Wolf MASS, a friend of HOSSACK at LEHAVRE PW Cage.

GLINKER, Hans-Joachim, BAD-CANNSTADT near STUTTGART, Weiblinger Str 120

Acquaintance of HOSSACK from CHARTRES PW Cage.

GREUT, Florian, MONTREUX (Switzerland), Rue Industrielle 29

Brother of Marcel GREUT, an SS man whom HOSSACK met in CHERRBOURG PW Cage.

GRIMM, Carl, STOCKHOLM, FM Pickers

Johann GRIMM gave this address to HOSSACK in the CHERRBOURG PW Cage.

GRINGMUTH, Hanfried, DUSSELDORF, 5, Louise Str 59

Uncle of HOSSACK.

GRUNER, Constance, REGENSBURG, Wittelsbacher Str 7d, c/o LINDINGER.

A friend whom HOSSACK and Maja MEDIEPOHL visited in May 1946.

GRUPPENFELD, Fritz, DOMARSDORF (Baden), Fuertlicher Forstmeister (Chief Forester). His name was on a list given to HOSSACK by ZSCHKE.

GRUSE, Dr (f/n), BOTE, Louise Str 6

A lawyer recommended to HOSSACK by ZSCHKE in case he needed advice.

HAASE, Ruth, WEIDA, Thuringia, Burg Str 15

A friend of HOSSACK from GRUSE-IRILA.

HEILMANN, Karl, WIESBADEN, Rupprecht Str 12

HOSSACK became acquainted with him in the SS Geb Div Nord in 1944, later met him in CHARTRES PW Cage.

HEKEL, Hein, S data (Bavaria), Fuersten Str 12

Acquaintance of HOSSACK from CHARTRES PW Cage.

HEIDEPOL, Dr Ernst, GARCHING near MUNCHEN, Reemerhof

Father of Maja HEIDEPOL, committed suicide after Germany's collapse.

HEIDEPOL, Hans-Hermann, MUNCHEN, Possart Str 14

Cousin of Maja HEIDEPOL, aged 20, now a student.
MUNICH, Nazi, GARCHING near MUNICH, Roemerhof

Description: 1.75m slender, age 25, brown, curly hair, light gray eyes, high forehead, wears two diamond rings on left hand.

Miscellaneous: Speaks French, English, Spanish, and German with a Munich accent.

HUBERT, Charles, ZURICH 5, Manesse-Platz

A friend of SALTMANN and son of a Communist leader in SWITZERLAND. (SALTMANN gave HOSSACK his address at the CHERBOURG PV Cage.)

JOSY, Escher, BERLIN

Secretary of Dr. John von TRAUBE of the Foreign Office. HOSSACK met her in BERLIN in 1943.

JÜRGENSENN, Max, HALDUR-PULSHEITEL, Langenhorner Chaussee 75

HOSSACK became acquainted with him at CHERBOURG PV Cage.

KAUCHER, Karl, IDAR-OBERRHEIN, Jaeger Str 11, c/o WENZ

HOSSACK met him at the CHERBOURG PV Cage, later saw him in IDAR-OBERRHEIN.

KNOCH, Dr. Heinz, FRANK XXII, Neue Technik, Tor 6

Lecturer; HOSSACK became acquainted with him through Elisabeth RYBAK.

KOCH, Rosemarie, LANDSCHAT (Beverin), Freyung C 22

Wife of Karl-Heinz KOCH, with whom HOSSACK became acquainted in LEHMAN PV Cage.

KOHUIJK, Erika von, CHERBOURG/Rhine, Muhlenstr 25

KONRASS-BRANDT, Schorsch, MUNICH, Parsival Str 9 (tel 355514)

Student, aged 21; his mother is head of the Hafterschule fuer Heto (Fashion School) in MUNICH.

KUBIEMANN, Fred, VIENNA, Staatsoper

Was a member of Culture Group in CHERBOURG PV Cage where HOSSACK got acquainted with him.

LEHNER, Marie, MAISCHSCH/Ar., Reichstr 33a

Her name was on a list of addresses given HOSSACK by ZESCHE in case he needed help.

LEITTERSCH, Hilda, XII, Steinerstr 29, c/o Gertrud TANK

HOSSACK met her in the Cafe Regina in MUNICH.

LOEBNZ, Erich, MULHOUSE (Haute-Rhin), France PV No 1, 673, 513 Depot de SGA No 104

He met HOSSACK at CHERBOURG PV Cage.

LOEBNZ, Gertrud, IDAR-OBERRHEIN near COLOGNE, Schlossstr 17

Wife of the above.
HAUFF, Fritz, VIENNA

MOSSACK became acquainted with him in CHEESEBURY FM Case.

HAUSER, Hilde, VEVEY (Switzerland), Rue du Simplon 39
Girl friend of Horace GREUT, who gave MOSSACK her address.

HAUSER, (fm.), FREIBURG, Haus-Jacob Str 70, c/o Dr. KASPER
Address given MOSSACK by Frau KITZINGER where MOSSACK could contact her husband.

HEITZLÖF, Waldo, CARLSBAD near LEIPZIG, Vobeer Str 41 or Leibnitzer Str 5 (Parents' address)
Got acquainted with MOSSACK in LE HAVRE FM Case.

HEUSER, Ida, COLOGNE-DEUTZ, Konstantin Str 73
Wife of MOSSACK's former fellow FM Friedrich HEUSER.

MOSSACK, Friedrich, CARLSBAD, Kreis Böyeber (10), Dörflaue 4
Father of subject.

MÜLLER, Anna, CHEESEBURY, Kreis Straßburg (Mark Brandenburg)
Mother of MOSSACK's fellow FM, Heinz MÜLLER.

MÜLLER, Heinrich, DEMMIN (Pommerania), Leitz Str 50
Uncle of FM Heinz MÜLLER.

MÜLLER, (fm.), MÜNH, Leithal Str 9
Vice-President of MUNICH Chamber of Commerce and friend of MÜTHFÜHL family.

MÜHLBAUM, Heinrich, NEUMARKT, Post Neumarkt u.ber Schlissensee
A girl who inquired about employment on the Rommerhof as a cook.

MOGEL-THIERFELD, Paul, BERLIN KARLSBAD, Treppena Alle 3, Apt 2 or HAGEL- VORHALLE (Westphalia), Zeisel Str 1 b, c/o HEUSER
MOSSACK got acquainted with him in CHEESEBURY FM Case.

OCHS, Johann, POST DE FEYLIN-ISEE, FM No 1, 005, 692, Depot No 141
Bosnia: Civilian Prisoner at CHEESEBURY FM Case, where he met MOSSACK.

OCHS, Johann, WÜRTTEMBERG (14) (Württemberg)
Uncle of above, who gave MOSSACK his address.

OCHS, Lydia, WÜRTTEMBERG (Württemberg) WEISER Camp 156 (or 156)
Mother of MOSSACK's fellow prisoner. He visited her in May 1946.

OST, Kathrina, TUNISIAPORT 146 near BAIN/Loch
Wife of Michael OST, whom MOSSACK met in LE HAVRE FM Case.
SECRET

PAESEIS, Otto, ALTENSTEPTOWN (Pomerania), Schal Str 1
Met MOSSACK in CHARENCEIN FW Cape.

FAMPAT, Joachim, Münster (Holstein) Wangel Str 1, c/o BARTMAN
- His name was on the list given MOSSACK by ZERCHER.

POLLA, Nicola, KUSELICHEN near ZURICH, Dorf Str 18
SALZMANN gave MOSSACK his address in the CHARENCEIN FW Cape.

RADUTZKY, Wili, ZAUSDEEDER (ZALDUPEDER ?), Kreis Tilsit-Ragnit, Post
Leasingen (37)

Had been member of SS Geb Div Nord. Became acquainted with MOSSACK in
CHARENCEIN FW Cape.

RASCHENBECHER, Hans, WESTENHAIN near TORSTOR (10) or RUSENBERG near
Puestz, DOMITZ, c/o HECHKE (address of his girl friend)
MOSSACK met him in CHARENCEIN FW Cape, where he was a member of the Culture
Group.

RITTEGGER, Charlotte, KISSELGASTEIG near ZURICH, Gabriel von Seiditz Str 37
Description: 1.76m slender age 32 dark#330;e curly hair light complexion 
blue eyes
Miscellaneous: born in MUNCHEN, married to Kurt RITTEGGER.

RITTEGGER, Kurt, KISSELGASTEIG near ZURICH, Gabriel von Seiditz Str 37
Description: 1.80m slender age 32, dark blond wavy hair, combed
straight back. Dark eye brows. Fair complexion. Wears horn-rimmed glasses 
when reading.
Miscellaneous: Former Reichspropagandadirector of the NSDAP; speaks German
with strongly rolled R.

ROBTZEL, Dieter, DON, Kuchenheimer Allee 13
Description: 1.76m slender age 36 dark blond hair fair complexion 
Miscellaneous: Speaks English and German with Rhineland accent; slow
manner of speaking; works at DORN University.

RUDAK, Elisabeth, PRAGUE VI, Streský Str 41, c/o PAULUSKY
Secretary of Dr KHOLOK. MOSSACK met her in PRAGUE in 1943.

SALTZMANN, Otto, ZURICH III, (Switzerland) Malz Str 5
Father of Alice SALTZMANN, an SS man whom MOSSACK met in CHARENCEIN FW Cape.

SCHARF, Fritz, GLADBACH near DUERCH, Burg Str 2
Refugee from the Russian Zone, whom MOSSACK met while working in GLADBACH.

SCHARF, Werner, ZURICH near OFFENBURG (Baden)
A PW and relative of the RITTEGGERs, whom MOSSACK was to locate while in
FEFERBURG.
SCHAEF, (fmr)

Brother of Fritz SCHAEF, a priest from whom MOSSACK desired information regarding a certain Dr. BECKLING, supposedly a missionary and former PW at CHAPTELS PW Camp.

SCHILL, Matthias, TEREBUS, Kreis Saarburg, Post Str 9

Family which gave MOSSACK and his friends shelter after their escape from LE HAVRE PW Camp.

SCHNEIDER, Dr Franzi, PRAGUE; Hradchin

Former secretary of Dr. RITZIG; girl friend of HUBERHAIN, who gave her address to MOSSACK.

SCHÖN, Hildegard, MUNICH, Horschall Str 4, Apt 2

A friend of Frau LEITSTRITZ.

SCHOLTYSZEK, Theodor, SIELSKOJNITZ (Poland), Zielona 5

Got acquainted with MOSSACK in CHAPTELS PW Camp.

SCHRADE, Hermann, FREIBURG, Erwin Str. 79

A friend of the HEIDEPOL family.

SCHULZ, (fmr), FREIBURG, Steinacker Str 73, Apt 1, c/o HEINRICH

Address given MOSSACK by Frau RITZIG, where he could contact her husband.

SEVES, Charlotte, PRAGUE, Ringstrasse (tel. 1345)

Aunt of Johann CRUSS, who gave her address to MOSSACK.

SIEGEL, Karl, CLAUDNACH near DURENH, Burg Str

Uncle of Erik van KOOMWJK.

SCHLIERING, Piet, STEINHEIM near OBERNACH

Description: 1.65m slender age 32, Dutch national; speaks Dutch, English and German with heavy Dutch accent.

STAHLBORG, Anni, GÖTZERSHOF, Kins Squire 7

Girl friend of CRUSS, who gave her address to MOSSACK.

STEINHOFF, (fmr), present address unknown

Description: 1.65m slender age 36, 40 blond hair, high and narrow forehead, blue eyes, blond, very thin eye brows.

Miscellaneous: Travels as a business representative; speaks very slowly; languages: German and English.

STEIN, Wolfgang, GARMISCH, Haus Grauau

His name was on a list given MOSSACK by ZESCHER in case he needed help.
SUMM, Martha, DORFHAUS, Bahmer Str 234

HOSSACK made her acquaintance at the main Railroad Station in FRANKFURT, where she gave him her address.

TEAU, Toni, MUNICH, Elisabeth Str 34

Head nurse at a hospital (Oberin) and friend of the MOELLERS.

WIGGREN, Christine, GLADACH near DUESSEN, Burg Str 39

Daughter of a farm hand working for GIGGEN; HOSSACK visited her family several times and stayed there for a few days in March.

WOLL, Willi, BRAUHACK/Rhein, Korker Str 9

Met MOSSACK at LE HAVRE PV Camp.

WOLFF, Else and Rin, FRANKFURT

Two Jewish friends of MOSSACK, former inmates of a Concentration Camp, who gave their address to HOSSACK.

WUNDT, Karl, MUNICH, Frauen Str 28

Got acquainted with MOSSACK through the MOELLERS.

ZESCHE, Guenter, BONN, Poppelsdorfer Schloss

Description: 1.58m; age 24 yrs; blond hair; high forehead; fair complexion.

Miscellaneous: Studied at BONN University; speaks English; former Gau in Inf and recipient of Fittekreus. When MOSSACK visited him he gave him a long list of names, in case he needed help.